
Instructions From The Messenger

Boston - June 12, 1960 
Whatever the Minister orders to be done, is to be done. Any Captain in any Temple is 

subjected to the Minister or Secretary for orders. 

The Captain is like a sheriff or commissioner of police. He received his orders from the 
Mayor. He is under the Mayor, and the Mayor is under the Governor. When we learn 

our post...that is the best way. 

If the Minister fails to give orders as he should to captain, secretary and investagator, 
the captain is the person to capture person out of order. He is over all in certain cases 
such as rebellion or opposing fundamental instructions of Islam or opposing me and 

Allah....then the Captain takes over. 

The Captain is to always report things he sees that the Minister does not see. If the 
Minister does not cooperate in helping captain or opposes those things of Islam, the 
Captain should report these things to the congregation. Then take a vote, but not in an 
aggressive way. The Minister should write a report. Give your stand and the peoples 
stand to the Messenger. Take instructions from the Messenger. But do not head any 

rebellion. 

Secretary and Captain's spotlight is the Minister. If his spotlight is not in the right 
place, then they go to him and tell him. Learn 100% what is the program. If the 
Minister got his mixed up or not capable of keeping it right, then the Minister should be

relieved from post. Ask people to take vote to get him down until you hear from 

Messenger. The Messenger knows what Allah wants him to do. 
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